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every clip from the episode and not just a few minutes of it. It's not a live broadcast but
it's still quite useful. If your computer is in bad shape like mine, you can simply delete the
file after listening to it. A: I just did a quick google search (in German) for: "watch ep 24
[subtitle] dating 2014" and found this one with 236+ hits: - actually more than you ask
for. I usually don't read the comments section of YouTube, but I assume most of them
contain "thanks", because this is very helpful. The same goes for Wikipedia. Here's the

Dutch version of this very helpful - although still incomplete - list of websites with subtitles
for TV shows: Caveat: this list is for Dutch/German show, so it contains German subs.

Source: or maybe this one: - this lists 25 episodes. You can click on these links to get to
the website and search for the exact file you want. 1. Field of the Invention The invention

relates to an ultrasound medical diagnostic imaging apparatus, such as an ultrasound
endoscope. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent years, an ultrasound endoscope, in

which an ultrasound probe is inserted into a subject such as a patient, a target area is
scanned by the ultrasound probe from inside the subject, and an image based on an

ultrasound echo signal returned from the subject is obtained by a display, is widely used
(for example, see Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2005-172983).
An ultrasound probe transmits an ultrasound pulse toward a target area from a tip end

thereof and receives an ultrasound echo signal returned from the target area in response
to the ultrasound pulse. The ultrasound echo signal includes information on
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